
5 Simple  
Steps
Our Easy Customisation Process

The first rule is there are no rules. We can customise any part of our homes to 
best suit your lifestyle and your taste. We’re very flexible. But we also understand 
that with so much choice, building can be daunting as well. So we have 
developed our unique Easy Customisation process to help’ you get started, by 
selecting how you would like certain zones of your new home to be laid out. 
With these larger elements in place, we can then set about tailoring the smaller 
elements to suit. It means a simpler, clearer and easier process for the customer.

1. Choose

With over 30 plans available, Hearty 
Homes gives you a choice of sizes, 
designs and styles to suit any family 
and any budget. With three distinct 
ranges, we’ll help you find the perfect 
option to assist you, to then select the 
plan that best suits your needs.

4. Build

The excitement of seeing your home 
appear, from the first site scrape 
through to frame, lock-up and 
completion. You’ll be kept up to speed 
with all the details along the way, and 
kept thoroughly informed and involved 
as your brand new home comes to life.

2. Modify

At Hearty Homes we’ve developed a 
unique interchange range of plans. Our 
plans make modification easy – simply 
choose from a choice of elements for 
each zone and you’re done. Want to 
change a plan further, or have an idea 
of your own? Done. Talk to our team, 
we’re excited to help you create your 
dream home.

5. Live

Turn the key and stat living in your 
new home, with your brand new 
applicances and features. Enjoy 
modern benefits like 6 Star Energy 
Rating, efficient central heating, a 
brand new kitchen and even perhaps 
the envy of your friends in your unique 
and beautiful Hearty Home.

3. Approve

We’ll finalise your plan and with all 
the elements and amendments you’re 
requested, factor in any sub-floor costs 
and provide a final plan with a firm final 
price to build. You then simply approve 
us to commence, we’ll organise all the 
permits and permissions required to 
get your new home underway.

To Your Beautiful New Home
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